ADEYBOB – ADRIAN MCCORMACK [MONADTIME]
Who is Adrian McCormack? Well, he says “I’m a csa victim myself, have
spent approx 10 years in care and have been left psychologically
shattered by the experience.” But guess what; you would not know that,
unless you happened to stumble upon his comment, which is comment
number 105 in a long line of comments on an article written by his fellow
Spiveyite troll – Tom Pride
https://tompride.wordpress.com/2013/05/12/this-is-what-you-get-whenyou-dare-to-question-a-tabloid-journalist-in-the-uk/
You’d think that vital bit of information would deserve some print space
on his own blog, wouldn’t you. He doesn’t think so. There’s no mention
of it whatsoever. Why’s that Adey? Is it cos it’s not true? Are you
ashamed that you uttered such a vile lie? You should be. Does your big
brother know that you’re spreading lies about him too? This is what
Adey says on his ‘Who am I’ article: “…it awakened in me thoughts of
my childhood, and reminded me of things my big brother had told me of
his time in care-homes, and in post-borstal places.”
https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2015/04/29/who-am-i/
Of course there is no evidence whatsoever that Adrian McCormack
spent one day in ‘care’ let alone ten years. Neither is there any
evidence that he was sexually abused at all as a child; or that he
suffered any kind of abuse as a child.
Does your ‘auld ma’ know what an utterly loathsome LIAR you are
Adrian?
What more needs to be said about the sincerity of this ‘man’ Adrian
McCormack?
For anyone out there [trolls take a hike] who needs any more persuading
that Adeybob is a thoroughly evil piss-taking lying paedo apologist
bastard read on. Take a look here too
https://trollpatrolblog.wordpress.com/2015/04/26/adrian-mccormackadeybob-tries-but-fails-to-infiltrate-mccann/
Have a look at his re-blog here
https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2015/05/02/csa-spooks-foreigndomestic-part-1/ entitled ‘HOW COVERT AGENTS INFILTRATE THE
INTERNET TO MANIPULATE, DECEIVE, AND DESTROY
REPUTATIONS’ - how western intelligence agencies are attempting to

infiltrate, manipulate, control and warp online discourse with extreme
tactics of deception and reputation-destruction.
Now take a look at this post
https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2015/04/29/the-start-of-the-formula-howdoes-an-angry-chimp-lose-his-balls/ entitled ‘The start of formula,
renamed: Is there a dedicated #Trollgroup running interference among
#CSA protesters? The key to sussing #teamoutlaw here on out to be
called ‘troll-team’’ I’ll just quote two or three paragraphs of this ‘in your
face’ piss taking for you to get the picture; and will add, as always, my
comments in red:
“(£+bad comms+trollTeam)x(IQ-hate)=sackedChimp.
(more£=SP&’techies’+angryChimp-balls)=É
(Spiv+Icke+#CSAtags+#McCann)=Á.
……Á-É=?
You may have noticed the odd formula above on my twitter profile. I
thought it up as a bit of fun, to be honest, but I realised that if you
remove some superfluous elements and improve on a few others via
addition of more data, it can be used to plot associations and effects of
organised troll-groups; even more, thinking-formula like this can help to
identify and describe links between identified and apparently disparate
groups of organised trolls.
I will explain and qualify all of the parts and variables in due course
throughout this section of the wider #Trollinquiry blogs, describing
correct references where applicable. In another part of the #Trollinquiry
blogs, I WILL explain some of the variables used, more clearly.”
You might be having a lot of fun, Adrian, playing this sick game of yours,
but real victims of CSA do not find it funny. A formula is not needed to
determine who the vile gang are that troll, violate and destroy real CSA
victims. Folk just need to read my ‘DIGGING INTO JIMMY’S SOCKS’
PDF
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/DIGGING_INTO_JIMMYS_SOCKS.php
whereby they will find – named and shamed - a core group of Spiveyite
trolls ... and Adrian McCormack is a loyal, trusted member of the Spivey
team too.
Adeybob is a super spook, a super troll and a troll observer; in fact he’s
a bit of an expert on trolls; funnily enough. If you take a look at his

website you’ll see an in depth study of the things. He’s got posts galore
on the subject. And, just like all trolls, he chats shit-loads of shit. For
example, checkout the ‘who am I’ post. I copy/paste some snippets: He
says: “But nevertheless…there I was, soon finding myself screaming to
the wind on facebook, trying to get people to humanise themselves past
the child abuse terms that made them clench. By now, I had found much
information about coverups on t’interwebs – the more I saw, the more I
found…a feedback that was still devastating me.
After a few months getting nothing but embarrassed silences on
facebook, I decided to take myself to twitter.
On twitter, I found a swirl of memes and more data, on every subject I
could dream about…it was breathtaking. It was an evolutionary process I
was very lucky to have seen while it was/is still relatively young.” When
you read the rest of this page, and pretty much the rest of his shite [not a
typo] you find he says a lot of ... nothing. Read on. He says: “I tried to
find a cohesive ‘group’ of ‘people’ on there who were dedicated to
finding ways to better exposing CSA perpetrators, coverups, and issues.
In the meantime, I just gathered data on CSA and redistributed it. The
only way to expose paedophiles is to name and shame them and also
the corrupt legal people and officials who protect them - in a detailed
expose of one’s own story; that can be backed up by verifiable evidence.
What the fuck does he mean he gathered data on CSA and redistributed
it???
I came back on twitter a short time before the #PaedoBritaintweet trend
campaigns were successfully launched – orchestrated by an enigmatic
chap called madlands – everyone helped out – we all trended the hell
out of it. Enigmatic fantasty more like. Madlands doesn’t exist. Fukkin
pretender.
Then I dropped out again.
The troll-team decided to do otherwise…eventually hounding Madlands
off twitter before I got back. Yeah yeah; stick to the story; there’s a
good troll. Prick.
This is what got me dragged into the whole ‘team outlaw’ fracas of which
he is a part of. Actually it is ‘team Spiv’.
At this point, I had not said boo to a goose on twitter, so it was an
immediate surprise when I found myself subject to increasingly vicious
attacks via very specific accounts. Lying twat. Trolls don’t get attacked.
This provided more data, and another addition of another anomaly –
revealing a cohesive team of trolls which includes him.

Since this time, I have had to modify my online persona, and my Self, to
try and keep pace with the assaults that I have endured by the Poultonnamed, so-called, ‘team outlaw‘ (hereafter in this page to be called
‘troll-team’). Sonia Poulton is his partner in crime. They and the
‘Outlaw’ Jimmy Troll serve Sir Spiv.
In this time, I have had my apparent address published, along with a
photo of my mug, with descriptions of me in many many hate blogs as a
rapist, etc. But it’s all just a game to Adey and his troll twitter mates.
The bullying and threats that he and his nasty gang dish out to genuine
CSA victims and other victims/real truth soldiers is not a fucking game.
When they started to try and involve my kids, I had to leave twitter again.
That’s what all these lying troll fuckwads say. By joves they should not
be making light of this; they should thank their lucky stars that their kids
are not being targeted.
I did what I could to ‘spread the word’ about the troll-team, soon finding
people who could help me, but still taking knocks from many sides,
getting a cold silence from others.
– Then there came a time when @twitter support got its act together and
bounced almost all of the troll-team off twitter… the outlaw account,
most of his dozens of socks accounts, and some of his ‘team’ were
booted off twitter – permanently, or so we thought. Seriously, just this
handful of paragraphs from one page of Adey’s blog and I feel
nauseated. This guy really does take the biscuit in the bullshit
department.
What brought me back were the revelations on the Spivey blog about
elements of the troll-team already largely chased out of twitter.
This made me realise that there was an iron somewhere that needed
something striking on it.” Any so-called warrior against prominent
paedophiles who doesn’t expose the king of gutter sewer rats Chris
Spivey for the vile treacherous animal that he is ... is a rat-bastard
him/her self. It really makes no difference whether you actively support
a monster like Spiv or you remain neutral about such people – if you
choose to remain on the fence you are supporting the enemy i.e. the
slave masters. The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is
for good men to do nothing - Edmund Burke. Likewise, if you pretend to
be opposing someone – as these Spiveyites do - in their bitch fights with
each other – you are serving Satan.
We have to take on the evildoers – the cointelpros, the corrupt and the
criminal; in short, the Brotherhood of the Snake
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brthBTvvBCc Yes it takes courage;

yes you have to be bold, and you have to be prepared to take whatever
flak comes you way – and trust me, it is relentless and you will get
pushed to breaking point. But it is an absolutely necessary struggle.
Nothing else matters.
I have this argument frequently with my own kids – if we do not fight for
freedom, there is no future.
Adeybob supports Spiv [and Darren Laverty]; see his comment here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HWYGt1DUuM I quote some of it:
“That parasite is well described as like a rust on the 'net...though I
reckon he's better described as a semi-localised scabies infection. I
have personally watched him and his team of (often brainless (no
offense)(smiley face)) followers attack people until they get shouted
down, or just leave the 'net for good. I have watched that complete
w@nker, Jones, groom people and insinuate his sh!tty little way into
a thousand lives...and then I have watched him wind them up and
have then had to watch, often helplessly, as they either get used as
tools, as they get sucked in and fire off at Jones' imagined
'enemies', or as they get themselves added to the list of 'enemies'
when they refuse to play along with his sickoid games. I note,
alarmingly, that he has done much to destroy efforts to coherently
protest about CSA (Child Sexual Abuse) - on the interwebs - his
methods are very well documented; the whisper campaigns spread
via DM, the way a lie about an individual is batted around him and
his (usually self-created) buddies until the lie is considered truth by
casual onlookers...crikey, it goes on and on, the list of methods
used by Jones to try and crack people....you have no idea of the
number of disgusting blogs that this looney has set up - I know, because
I have personally helped to shut a number of them down. I called this
Jones character out as a damaging thug a couple of years ago, and
it got me labelled as a nut at the time...when I got around to calling
him a fed-paid paedoprotecting NARK not long after, I got into
trouble with people calling me a sh!t-stirrer and all-sorts. Well
done for Spivey for calling him out as a nark as well, EVENTUALLY
(more about him in a sec) Anyways...I watched as Jones and his
freakazoid team surrounded people...Poulton (more about her in a
sec), spivey, Icke, Gojam, Pride , and many others - I watched them
variously either get sucked in, used as tools, or mercilessly
attacked. Pride got trolled for months - Poulton is and always will be a
tool (more about her in a sec) - Icke got his TPV dream ultimately blown
out of the water by 'TeamOutlaw' - Gojam, a prominent anti-csa
blogger of great merit and integrity!!!...he battled these b@stards and

helped expose them in the first place, and boy have they let him know it
since - but Spivey...he put the icing on the cake. When Jones
bagged Spivey, he must have been dancing around for weeks like a
bent-up and twisted little rumplestiltskin. When Spivey started to
employ chimps, Jones got a protector, and got some real kudos with his
own acolytes and followers. Jones leeched off Spiv for far too long long after Jones himself was exposed (with proof) as a nasty git.
Ten out of ten for being an aggravating bastard to the worst elements of
the powers that be, Spivey, but minus several fu@king MILLION for
observation of crap under your own bleedin' nose. But you're wrong
Darren. Jones is not just a nut. The level of organisation he has
exhibited goes too far for a lone nutter with a grudge. I don't know what
the hell anyone, claiming to be even vaguely human, would have to do
with systematically trying to destroy the efforts of good people to protest
about high-level-coverup CSA, but I know it takes coin to make people
do stuff like that...coin or blackmail. Jones himself is a twisted little pullthrough of average intelligence; but it is always forgot that Jones is just
a scab of a figurehead on a very effective team - this team has
successfully taken down key people time and again, while managing to
make everyone think it was just a spat between campaigners (as for
the label of 'campaigner' being applied to Jones...pfft, what
nonsense...what has that eejit ever campaigned about, except b@llocks
like Rhesus blood and other complete BS?). He sucked everyone in, and
it wasn't down to his scintillating personality...he was created. He is
nothing more than a mediocre writer who is bigged-up by morons
and his own 'team'. As you yourself said, his blog is full of
plagiarism...no substance...in short, cr@ppy- so why the appeal?
Yet, his team are permanently running interference for him - using strawman arguments to put off questioning, permanently lifting his balls with
compliments, and resorting to outright trolling of ANYONE who deeply
questions him or his motives. I can't let this go without mentioning
Jan...that woman is a cantankerous battle-axe for sure, but she has a
heart of real gold. Her only aim and real pleasure is her family, and
her want to help others,!!! and that Jones person and his 'team' made
her life an absolute hell - for that alone, Jones should be vilified - but
right now, I hope that Jones is cowering under his table watching the
tsunami of cr@p that is going to hit him, wherever it is coming from.”
Just the fact that Adey supports Spivey hammers a huge nail in his
credibility coffin. That he’s friendly with the Lavatory as well drives the
nail further in. Spiv of course is friends with Adeybob and re-bloggs his
posts http://chrisspivey.org/trolls-small-in-everyway/#more-26478 Birds
of a feather ...

Is it stating the obvious when I say that Adeybob is unsurpassed in the
‘piss taking bastard’ stakes. If he was a genuine CSA survivor and, with
that, serious about bringing abusers to book, he’d be asking the same
questions and raising the issues that I do in my ‘AN ELITE
PAEDOPHILE RING’
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/AN_ELITE_PAEDO_RING_AND_THE_ABU
SE_OF_CHILDREN_IN_THE_NORTH_WALES_CARE_SYSTEM.php
and ‘FIONA OF THE FORGED LETTER’
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/FIONA_OF_THE_FORGED_LETTER.php
PDFS. Far from it, in fact mickey taker Adey doesn’t have an opinion
on anything – bar trolls and Paedobritain. Summed up, his site consists
of an in-depth analysis of trolls – something he knows quite a bit about,
a load of old phooey about Paedobritain, and a fair few re-bloggs – from
fellow shill sites: Needleblog and cathyfox blog. In short he does a lot of
blogging – about fuck all. And a lot of his boring old waffle is repeated
under different titles – which is another sign said author is a shill. Oh
and some of his site titles have links to ... nowhere. [The Lavatory also
has numerous repeated articles - on his sister site.] Few people
comment on Adey’s self-indulgent twaddle; and the ones that do are
shills. I’m pretty certain no-one reads his shite – except me ... and
possibly one or two other spook observers.
Adeybob, just like all the Spiveyites, finds the time to make numerous
comments [sometimes several per post] on Spiv’s site and on Spiv’s
support sites – Needle, Kev Green, Pride’s Purge, The Outlaw, The Slog
... And it is an almost certainty that he and all the other Spiv trolls also
comment behind other pseudonyms than the ones we know about; also
that these pseudonyms change frequently.
You have to ask yourself would a real victim of ‘care home’ child
molestation feel the need to comment under an array of guises? Would
a real victim be involved in the disturbing ‘game’ which is being
described in these ‘Spiveyite’ articles? Would a real victim write articles
like these? These articles reveal the aim of the Masonic cabal, which is
made up of powerful upper society paedophiles and paedo protectors,
who are the real puppet masters behind such articles.
Adey’s obsession with ‘Paedobritain’ makes me wonder if he is the
actual ‘brainchild’ behind it. Take a look here
https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2013/07/17/paedobritain-what-doe-is-itmean-or-the-modern-prometheus/ I copy/paste some paragraphs:

“Fundamentally, the tag is a meme…a means to not so much as express
an idea, as much as it’s a way to plant a seed in the mind of the person
who receives it. Why would we need a seed when we have already
been provided with an abundance of ‘care home’ horror via the
mainstream media [and via Scallywag mag - for those of us who are a
bit more aware than the rest.] The fact that this tag needs little
description of what it describes, is a testament to it’s innate power as a
meme. We don’t need a tag for that.
On the next level, the tag describes the inertia of the opinion of the
public the public are not inert; they are sinking in a sea of MSM/AM
misinformation and disinformation – courtesy of toxic trolls like Adey and
the sweaty efforts of those in power to keep the truth of child abuses
covered up; it describes the country where paedophiles and their
apologists find it relatively easy to make the whole system work in their
favour. All thanks to trolls like Adey and their poisonous pens.
It describes the country where 99 out of a hundred adults have been
affected by childhood sex abuse in some way that’s almost everyone
then, and if true, absolutely shocking – whether directly or not, but are
ashamed to talk about it – let alone challenge their government’s twisted
efforts to make the lie of coverups and poor judicial process the truth. It
describes an unremembered place where far too many UK families have
a covered-up ‘family secret’ that is slowly eating the family from the
inside-out, generation by generation.
The ONLY prerequisite to using the tag, is that the person using it is
genuinely concerned about the welfare of UK kids, that coming from a
dirty despicable troll who is in cahoots with a core group of Spiveyite filth
to protect paedophiles in power and see’s a coverup in process by
government institutions, cops, ministers, judges, Special Advisers,
public-image firms, newspapers like the Daily Fail, et-bloody-cetera.
Everyone who hasn’t written to an MP in some way, who hasn’t signed
some kind of concerned petition, everyone who hasn’t informed
themselves, and everyone who thinks it’s too horrible to be true should
hang their heads in shame. And THEN they should DO SUMMAT.
Genuine victims have written to MPs, and signed petitions; only to learn
that these tools are owned and controlled by the same powers who rape
children. Trolls like Adey won’t be hanging their heads in shame, they
themselves will be hanging – from a nearby tree - when the collective
mind is fully aware of the grand deception; without which these powerful
paedophiles would have no protection.

The tag is not going to stop being what it is…so tough bollocks if it
imposes on your tennis because it calls Cliff Richard a nonce, and it’s
REALLY tough cheese if someone uses it that you don’t like.
Get over yourself and get over it.
Kids didn’t like getting abused, and they certainly didn’t like the idea of
being called liars, fantasists, wound-collectors and abuse-jockeys by
cowardly anonymous morons later in life…but life, as they say, is a bitch.
In truth, all we can do with the #paedoBritain tag, is try and control it.
This is the intent of any kind of opposition to the tag, as well. It’s a
juggernaut, either way. Anonymous or not, ALL you shills/trolls/fake
‘victims’ are cowardly morons.
No, the #PaedoBritain tag is one that voices can only be added to…it’s
intention and moral standing!!! are unassailable, sure, if directed by the
just; but it’s unstoppable, all the same – like an engulfing tsunami
gathering pace…jumping from mind to mind.
It can blend all the voices into one coherent shout, and could give rise to
one single idea…an idea that will stop you disgusting trolls dead in your
tracks and bring you all - and the unimaginable scumbag paedophiles
that you protect - to justice
Child abuse has to stop, and government should listen to our demands
about the coverups about CSA ending, or it should be seen as derelict
and dismantled.” Yeah like they’re gonna listen to our demands.
Dismantled? Adey means revolution, which means more of the same
Masonic paedophiles in power. Prick.
Here’s some more piffle and plain lies. I copy/paste snippets from
https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2015/04/29/anonarbiter-the-story-of-asock-looking-for-a-tipping-point/
“When I came back and had healed enough to be able to have a good
look around twitter, piss taking wanker I realised that things were
actually going well, the troll-team plaguing the CSA debate –
particularly#paedobritain – had been all-but destroyed, troll team
plaguing paedobritain – that’s a gem. What a helluva fuckin imagination
these twats have. As for the ‘CSA debate’, there is no bloody debate;
there are numerous CSA survivors determined that the truth be told and
that the perps and their enablers receive their just rewards and there
were more and more Anonymous groups not only asking very good
questions about CSA coverups, but also appearing to be mounting their
own investigations via @opdeatheaters, etc (I discount some of the
early Operations as being too focused on particular areas of abuse,

rather than the Whole). From my experience of Anon, I can only say that
not ALL of them are persona-obsessed dick-heads, I promise.
In this way, I plan to separate my, more human, L.O.L persona, from the
cold calculating manipulating, devious, dangerous non-person I am have
had to become, since I decided I would rather go down in flames, than
watch good people getting their human rights to speak stepped-over by
‘people’…’people’ rather more concerned with taking coin, than helping
to save kids from abuse. Blatant barefaced liar.
For the record, I have never really fancied the hassle of being part of the
Anonymous movement …I have always been more suited to peripheral
support …but the lessons I learned from the experience have shaped
how I use security on the interwebs – in fact, I urge you all to use a VPN,
and to use air-gap logic for passwords, etc, particularly when making
comments on blogs. All that is a distraction. It matters not a jot about
passwords/anonymity when commenting. Only trolls care about such
things, because their deeds are dark – they have to remain anonymous
or they cannot function. Besides, the ‘dox‘ visited on me by one trollteam member would have destroyed the ability of anyone to be
Anonymous anyway – doxxed as I was – and despite the fact that said
troll-team had already published a picture of my uggerly mug, etc
already. Adrian, your whole being is ugly. I don’t know why you’re so
smug. I can promise you, you won’t be feeling so full-of-yourself when
the public and your own family know what you’re really up to.
As you will note, as most likely you already have, intelligence is not the
main strength of uncommonly-forward trolls.”
And now, Adeybob speaks with some authority when he says: A TROLL
SHEDS SOME LIGHT ON THE WORLD OF INTERNET FAKE
PERSONAS
http://kevingreen1950.wordpress.com/in-adeybobs-own-words/ See
also https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2015/05/04/survivalguide-for-themccann-debate-on-twitter/ to ‘know your troll’.
“Looking at RJJ Jones & driftwood’s Lavatory twitt he got that bit right
accounts with this blog in mind, it’s easy to see the obvious use of
dummy accounts, and accounts of obvious accomplices, to create the
illusion of support for these two individuals. Their machinations are
clear to see, when you realise that their only apparent reason for
existence, now, is to disrupt any fledgling attempts to create a
serious movement to raise awareness of the systematic coverup of
the horrendous abuses to children in 70-80′s care homes.

If one cares to look, it’s clear that the RJJ account has repeatedly
insinuated itself into the, often personal, spheres of an intended victim,
only to ‘part’ angrily with them over some matter, spewing accusations
and entreaties – which are then batted between the dummy accounts,
the mfokate/janerussell accounts, and driftwood…if any dissent of
this treatment is exhibited by the target, then the RJJ account pitifully
cries foul while the dummies take turns to give the ironically false
impression that the RJJ account stands alone against a torrent of
lies and falsehoods against him. Ridiculous stuff, childish even, but it
works to fudge issues and exactly what started what.
When analysed, this divisive Twitter-ring shows more subtle
permutations in the areas of information dissemination and coordination;
the main three accounts are RJJ, driftwood and janerussell Jane Russell
is Jimmy Jones – with possibly one other female account…the rest are
termed as ‘sock puppet’ accounts; and they are as described: the RJJ
account uses socks that are usually seemingly suave and reasonable to
moderate enquiries…there are around 4.
The driftwood account is usually less articulate, and relies on short,
angry exchanges – the sock @deadkeneneddie is a marvellous example
of how erudite this account CAN be tho, when it isn’t just batting for the
RJJ account against the latest victim with varying degrees of vitriol.
The Mfo/janerussells account is much more interesting, with a higher
level of perceived separation from its various sock guises. I sincerely
hope that this one is either educated in psychology, or is getting
some serious support from a shrink, note the use of humour to play
down the disgusting and horrendous reality of child sexual abuse
because the sock accounts only show similarity when they’re either
stroking the apparently real ego of the RJJ account, or when the account
in one of its various guises is actually being nice, for once. I think
perhaps, that the various peripheral socks operated by this account
are controlled by two females.
This trolling Twitter-ring has shown that it can be dynamic, also; when
police were actually called that may or may not be true. Even if there
was some police documentation published to prove it, it does not mean
that police were actually involved. Often it is just for appearances, for
believability. Remember, these Spiveyite super trolls are past masters
in manipulation and deception with their unsubstantiated stories and
spin. Their aim is to keep the awakening populace in a state of
confusion and under their control.

Letters from police or any authority, such as social services; or even
letters from solicitors can be produced if and when required because
these bodies are all controlled by the same Masonic cabal that control
the trolls and all cointelpro agents ... and pretty much everything else. In
fact letters or other documentation can be produced if required by any
area of authority [in the government or private sector], including within
the ‘justice’ system, media, NHS etc etc in relation to anyone – a
member of the public or a cointel agent. That’s how corrupt society is;
that’s how the ruling elite - the Masonic hierarchy - have it all sewn up;
that’s why we - Joe Public - haven’t figured it out yet, and therefore
cannot challenge it, despite having free speech and access to an
abundance of information on the WWW. Of course the Masons have to
be careful that they don’t get too cocky, so as to make the corruption too
obvious ... they work in very clever subtle ways.
See my ‘JANETTE SCHARENBORG’ PDF
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/JANETTE_SCHARENBORG.php for an
example, whereby she publishes an exchange she had with police re
twitter abuse. That was to make her look genuine. The casual observer
would believe her to be the poor little victim, suffering troll abuse.
Another example of how freemasonry works is in the Spivey ‘illegal’
arrests story – see my comments under Tom’s videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3H3UyuMdzEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JRFhbbKawI
Contrast that with how the Masonic controlled authorities worked against
the genuine victims of CSA within the ‘care’ system. That was in order
to protect high society paedophiles. See how all the so-called inquiries
have also failed the victims. That too is because of the influence of
freemasonry.
Have a read of my story to see how freemasonry worked against me
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/SHARON_ANN_KILBYS_STORY.php
after one particular prolonged attack on individuals on Twitter, this group
found itself with two of its members permanently excluded from Twitter,
the solution? They simply made new similar names and started right
back up again, this is reinforcing the point that trolls will always find a
way to target and neutralise/silence real victims stating that they
were hacked..from this we can infer that the accounts mfokate and RJJ’s
were ‘real’…

…on another occasion, the janerussell account was suspended for some
days; when it came back, it stated that it had been hacked…I can

convincingly argue that this account was found out to be a
sock account used to harass/intimidate others, here’s
confirmation that Jane Russell is Jimmy’s sock ... and the people being
harassed and intimidated by Jimmy’s sock Jane are the genuine
victims/genuine corruption busters and seekers of truth and was
suspended following a complaint/investigation note the vagueness and
unsubstantiation – the puppet operator – katemfo – so if Katemfo
operates Jane Russell, that means Katemfo is another of Jimmy’s socks.
Notice Adey doesn’t let on then was required to email Twitter with a valid
explanation why two accounts were being operated from the same ip
address.
All very cloak and dagger, some have said…why such drama, ask
others. Yet, while these commentators guffaw and qualify
disinformation with their casual use of the RT, this divisive Twitter-ring
uses ever-increasingly-intimidatory tactics to throw baseless
accusations, make direct violent threats and publish personal
particulars about the identities of individuals…to the point where actual
photos of people’s faces and addresses to their homes are used, along
with specific instructions as to what kind of intimidation/violence will
be meted out. These are all veiled threats to genuine CSA victims. The
message is being sent loud and clear to genuine victims [and not just
victims of toff paedos, but to all victims of the Masonic controlled
establishment] that they’d better STFU and go away unless they want
bad things to come their way.
…
…and now, they are waiting to get back to their original mission, to
mess with messham’s head until he becomes less than a living
reminder of the horrors visited on our precious, most vulnerable
children, by VIP paedophile monsters…and the fetid smell of the
coverup that far too many govts made of the suppression/killing of
any enquiries.
Its about time that the issues raised by this blog were finally brought to
the fore in an articulate, measured way. That is in hand.
Pls feel welcome to use my words in any way seen fit, in order to end
this shame visited on every person who saw what was going on, yet did
nothing.” You can rest assured Adrian that I will use your words in a
very fitting way. By the time I’ve finished, you are going to seriously

regret saying them – they’ll be coming back to bite you so hard on the
ass.
For an update on ‘Adeybob’s own words’ see
https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2013/07/17/the-trolling-of-paedobritain/
Adey again: “Who ARE these trolls? Why would ANYONE oppose
people’s efforts to blow the lid off coverups of KNOWN child physical
torture/abuse and CSA…abuses found in far too many institutions
associated with vulnerable kids?
Angry right-wing Anglophile tourist-board fanatics?
People with a personal grudges?
Bored people with nothing better to do?
Do me a favour.
The only people to gain from the lid staying firmly on the coverups, are
the abusers:
*those who perpetrated the abuse
*those who covered it up
*those who knew it was happening but chose to ignore it, despite having
the power to make the truth known.
This list includes every person who decided that they could buy a
vulnerable kid for sex, every person who has sex images of kids on their
computers.
This list covers almost all of our governmental matrix as regards
vulnerable kids.
All of these groups have got a lot to lose if the truth gets out…but there
is one group which is in some ways worse than all of the above…
…those who get PAID to stop the truth getting out. The Lackeys.
The Narks. The ‘Special Advisors’… the NWO gatekeepers - warped
excuses for humanity. And that includes you Adrian McCormack.
The same ones who were ‘just following orders’ in Belsen, in Aushwitz,
for Stalin, for Ceaușescu…those moral mercenaries that are always
willing to put aside their humanity for the sake of personal gain. Just like
you follow orders from your Masonic handler; eh Adrian. What rewards
do you get for loyal service to Freemasonry, Adrian???
This link : http://disinfounmasked.wordpress.com/30-pieces-ofsilver/ is a current blog written by the scum who patrol the internet and
try and stop the truth about government coverups of CSA from getting
out.

Anyway. you can take everything the blog I linked says about
disinformation and point it straight at the people who are paid to look
after the interests of those that pay them. That’ll be you too then Adrian,
ya feckin hypocrite. The trolling emanating from the Rhoyden account
Not the Royden account. Royden James Jones – Jimmy Jones, better
known as Jane Russell, is a real person. I should know; the prick has
decided to troll me too has from day one told anyone that cares to look,
EXACTLY what tactics are being employed, and WHO they were
used against. It goes without saying that any assertions about me are
unproven, foundless, and are perpetrated by only one account; you
guessed it, the Rhoyden account – but at least these blogs aren’t now
publishing my address and calling me a paedophile. Royden is only
playing troll games. I’m not playing; I’m deadly serious in my assertions
about you Adrian – and they are proven. I don’t know if you are a
paedophile, but you are most certainly a paedophile protector; which is
just as reprehensible and unforgivable. In future, if in doubt that a blog
is written by narks, just see if I’m in there being slagged off. Fukkin
stoopid narcissist prat.
This fight to expose the narks was not done for personal glory, or out of
anger, or, god-forbid, in an attempt to ’cause a fuss’. It was done only to
right a wrong…it was done so that those on twitter with the power to get
things done could catch a breath and get stuff done while the trolls were
being dealt with. The only thing you’ve exposed, Adrian, is yourself – as
a hypocrite of the highest order. The trolls are not being dealt with;
you’re living proof of that. And, Adrian, you do not know right from
wrong.
You know, so that the movers and shakers could pull their collective
thumb out of their ass and DO SUMMAT USEFUL…hopefully by
organising a coherent protest in some way with ANY appropriate tag.
It wasn’t done so that the troll-fighters could rise from the ashes, as it
were, and run the #paedoBritain tag.” Adrian, get it into your head, we
real opposition to ‘V.I.P’ paedophiles will not be protesting – you don’t
protest to criminals; we’re coming after you and your overseer Sir Chris
Spivey and the rest of his filthy stupid degenerate scum trolls. Once you
fukkers are taken care of, the rest will take care of itself.
In the following article Adey kindly lets us into the inner workings of how
trolls operate – and most importantly, how we victims of these little
bastards can combat them
https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2013/12/11/your-trolls-and-you-identifyand-neuter-them/

He says: “If you’re really unfortunate, my little list above may well be a
succinct description of your online life. If that’s the case, then you have
my full sympathies and understanding…after all, the entire list has been
thrown at me in the past. Believe me, it’s not pleasant. In fact, this whole
piece is based on my own experiences of being abused by these
scumbags. Lying bastard. First of all he pretends that he grew up in
‘care’, and that he suffered CSA in ‘care’, and now he’s pretending to be
a victim of trolls. He, like all Spiv’s spooks [or any spook for that matter]
is beyond contemptible.
At the end of the day, the abuses I’ve described above can be put on
you by two types of perpetrator…the casual abuser or the organised
one. Both are, these days, called trolls.
The organised troll is a different kettle of fish – entirely. They have only
one objective; TO VIOLATE AND DESTROY YOU. They, for whatever
reason, want you gone.
... as they single you out one by one and destroy you.
the casual observer – almost without exception, this type of troll doesn’t
even realise that they are lending support to troll teams. Consisting of
normal people that are bereft of salient facts, this classification of troll is
possibly the most damaging – and is definitely the most important
character in any abuse perpetuated against you. The troll team abusing
you cannot exist without them. In fact, the casual observer can be seen
as the link in the chain that all sides need to convince. One way to
create a troll out of a casual observer is for the trolls to make lots of
‘poor me’ comments, hoping that a casual observer will see – once
‘sucked in’, the casual observer is usually asked to partake in private
communications and is soon furnished with enough ‘facts’ from the trolls
to make YOU appear to be the bad guy. Other ways to attract these
types is for the trolls to wind up one of your group until they ‘snap’ and
issue some kind of threat…this threat is then communicated to outsiders
who then in turn will tend to attack the poor sod who was trolled in the
first place. This has happened to myself several times…with a noteable
example being the time a reporter called my home to verbally abuse
me on the say-so of a troll-team, figure-headed by an account that had
been booted off twitter several times already for using sock accounts to
horribly abuse people. As if a genuine reporter would call you and hurl a
load of abuse down your phone. Fucking wanker. He’s talking about
fellow troll team player Sonia Poulton. This is what he says about her
here https://kevingreen1950.wordpress.com/2013/05/08/sue-me-an-

open-response-to-the-lupethelupe-blog/ “Minutes later, our very own
Royden actually called me.
And FREAKED. And then he freaked a bit more. And then, mid-freak, I
heard someone wrestling the phone off him. You’d think the gallant troll
buster Adey would be covertly recording such drama – you know, as
evidence.
And that’s when she started talking. It sounded like Sonia Poulton…
but without the moustache…or the potty mouth.
... but this one didn’t declare her name/number, and started to very
calmly ask me pointed questions about my date of birth, and what info I
actually had on our good old outlaw. Bwa ha ha ha ha ... what a chump
this Adrian McCormack is.
I was quite surprised that she could only manage 5 minutes before SHE
started screaming at me. How rude! I was in the process of asking if
she or the obviously incensed Royden needed a lovely big phone
hug, when the TWO of them started trying to shout down the line at
the same time. Can you believe the shite these piss taking bastards
come out with. They’re really taking us for fukkin retards, folks. I was
asking them if they ever entertained Jehovah’s witnesses in the house, I
believe, when the phone went clunk! and seemed to drop on a laminated
floor…and the line went dead.
The last words I heard were, “…they don’t @#$ing DRINK TEA!!!” Oh
puleeze.
Anyway…here below is the thingy I wrote that caused such an
apparently apoplectic response.
Be sure…it contains enough libel to get me banged up. STFU Adey,
you narcissistic self aggrandizing idiot. In fact, I am told that I have to
state that Kevin had nothing to do with me writing this, or anything to do
with its publication. Who told you to say that Adrian??? ‘Kevin’ doesn’t
even exist. ‘Kevin’ is a pseudonym for a Masonic created and managed
pro paedophile spoof blog, whereby you Adrian, and your fellow filthy
troll gang, spread your bile and vitriol and poisonous black propaganda,
whilst pretending to be on the side of the CSA victims.
In fact, if I’m not sued, then what I have written can be considered the
truth. For a minute there I thought I was reading a post by Lord Spivey
himself. See ‘Why Shills say sue me’
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/Why_Shills_say_sue_me.php
With that in mind…why wasn’t it posted? Suffice to say, I don’t expect
any action from any authority or person…especially Sonia bloody
Poulton.

Because I know where Sonia got my phone number from if she knows
your number, it’ll be cos you gave it to her, you clown …and my number
is unlisted; in fact, its not even in my name.
I gave it to two people ONLY, apart from my family…both of those
people, I love as my siblings, and would trust my life with them. Your life
is worthless Adrian. You lost everything when you sold out to the
masons. You’re a coward and a fool. You’re nothing but a pathetic
stooge. A beggar on the street stands head and shoulders above you.
In fact, I hold these two people in such high esteem, I would have to say
that any suggestion that they WILLINGLY GAVE my personal details to
someone, would constitute a class-action for serious slander/libel –
someone slap this idiot, ffs which a number of #survivors have assured
me they would fund, should it come to that. Name them – not your
fellow trolls – real survivors, you lying wanking piece of shit.
I made it known, an age ago it seems, what would happen if you tried to
abuse #SURVIVORS any more…and since then, you’ve proved me
right…all you’ve done is get tossed around like clowns in a minefield, as
you mess up again and again as you try to inflict mental suffering on
others. You could get away with it before, but not any more…because
your effort to destroy people before they get their acts together to protest
with bigger/better than #paedobritain, has now reached a tipping point
where far too many people see what you are REALLY up to –
effectively making your potentially embarrassing operation non-viable.
And a helluva lot more will soon be seeing what YOU Adrian
McCormack and the other stinking Spiv trolls are REALLY up to.
Remember…Pallial still awaits.
You lot are scuppered. There are now approximately 15 lines of enquiry
with who? the pretend police? that are tracing links back to your Trollteam as I write, and from there, to your morlock paymasters.
Everything I have done to Twitter so far has been done on an old
smartfone…if your disruptive efforts don’t stop, I’m going to actually turn
my hated PC on, and use it. Ooh, scary! Dickhead.
PS, tell Sonia to call me and apologise that’s not something a genuine
person would say to a troll. Can you imagine me telling my little troll
Jimbo to cease and desist ... and apologise!!! …she’s got my number
already…GOD knows where from. With any luck, I might be able to help
her hold onto a literal scrap of journalistic integrity. She has no integrity.
In any case since ALL journos are beholden to the higher Masonic
powers, they are ALL serving the NWO agenda. Anyone decent enough
to genuinely try and lift the lid on perverts in powerful positions are dealt
with one way or the other – they get set up, stitched up, smeared,

ridiculed, discredited, demonized, neutralised, manipulated out or
silenced some other way [look what happened to Jill Dando.]
Otherwise, I’m going to the PCC, genuine victims know that the PCC do
sweet fuck all - they protect the police and they’ll open her up like a
nearsighted ripe cantaloupe what an imagination this Adey loon has got!.
Tell her she’s got until midnight tomorrow.
Well, there it is. I have posted it to lupe’s blog twice, AND another one
calling them ‘pussays’.
I know what caused the melt-down…and it wasn’t just a bit of libel.
Do you?
PS…this is my third attempt at public writing, I’ve had no formal
education since I was 15, and I barely know how to use WordPress.
…if you want any pointers on how to write with any kind of skill, whilst
showing journalistic ability and principles, then let me know,
Sonia…when you call my home phone to beg for ask my permission to
apologise to me. Who does this prick think he’s kidding?!
Or better still, ask @ThomasPride.
Adeybob, aka @monadtime
Xxx”
Back to ‘Your trolls and you’:
Such people are diamonds, and will often cleave to you once the real
truth becomes apparent; and believe me, the truth always comes out
(Adey)* yes it does – and I wouldn’t want to be in your shoes when it
does, Adey.

Easy…your trolls are ultimately stupid, remember this, no
matter how well they’re organised. They are made stupid by
their desire to destroy you and by their need to gain credibility.
This means they will make mistake after mistake in their
relentless pursuit. If you’re doing as they want, and are in-fighting, or
are made so miserable that you get triggered just by looking at their
timelines/posts…then you will never see the opportunities
that will present themselves. You need to be YOU. This tells the

trolls that they’re not reaching you…believe me, I’ve seen trolls
foaming at the mouth because they can’t see the effects of their
abuse. Be you, be normal, carry on protesting, get organised. I
must be doing something right cos I’ve had a number of these

operatives – trolls, shills, fake ‘victims’ [they’re all the same to me] trying to mess with my head, bully me and steer me off course; but they
haven’t succeeded. I’ll just carry on being me then. Good advice Ade.
Thanks for that.
Many will tell you to just block and ignore…yeah, that ain’t gonna work.
Not against an organised group of trolls.
Find the trolls, hunt them out…let others know, and then isolate your
abusers. By doing this, your trolls will most-likely go to greater and
greater lengths to abuse you. When they do this, they will leave
themselves open to correctly targeted complaints to the right authorities.
Do that enough times, and your trolls are well and truly nailed.”
Except Adey refrains from telling you that the ‘right authorities’ are
controlled by the same people as the trolls i.e. high level masons.
Therefore genuine victims of trolls will NEVER get any assistance from
any authority.
Reading these troll blogs and comments with a critical mind, rather than
a trusting one [as I used to have, back in my naive days], it scares the
hell out of me to think that I too was at one time, before my light bulb
true awakening moment – HALLELUJAH - taken in by these Billy
bullshitting turdbags.
Have a look here for more bullshitification from this tweeting twit troll
extraordinaire https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2014/01/07/trollwatchhowwhy-were-psychonormajasonvorheesme-banned-from-twitter/ I
really am losing the will to live!
On this link Adey wants us to sign: ‘A petition to ‘Review the decision
not to prosecute greville janner‘ on the site change.org’
https://adeybob.wordpress.com/2015/04/30/janner-the-petition-a-commenton-the-validity-of-the-cps/ Signing a petition is like rearranging
deckchairs on the Titanic; or voting a party into Government. It achieves
NOWT. 38 Degrees, change.org etc are run by the same Masonic
authority that protect the high powered paedophilia network.
And now, a quick look at Adeybob’s FB
https://www.facebook.com/Adeybob On his timeline we see that he
endorses - Maggie Tuttle, Anonymous and this shill site
http://inspired.akg.com/entries/20bdd070-1f45-11e4-b087bc764e083c07 which promotes the message: ‘Legalized child
abduction’. It states: “"Madonna of Our Time" was inspired by the
video 'UK. Roberts family under attack of the social workers!' http://

vimeo.com/97371185
Institutionalized/foster children lose identity and security, become
vulnerable to abuse by heartless strangers.
Are we building a cruel merciless society, which disregards mother's
tears? Could such society be called civilized?”

Here is the accompanying filthy black propaganda video entitled:
‘"Legalized Child Abduction" by Albina Kumirova (rotating
painting/installation)’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESCU8rrSntM
The blurb is:
“The film questions social services' and family courts' practices of
removing the children from the family settings, traumatizing and
damaging children more than they would have been with imperfect
parents. The unprecedented attack on mothers and children by
authorities aims to destroy the child's identity and security, making them
institutionalized in the globalized New World Order. This facilitates the
state to manipulate and control humans. Officials are portrayed as
homogeneous, without personality - no eyes to see the horrific things
they do and no mouths to protest against their superiors. They act as
tools of the system, bio-robots incapable of compassion and care. I call
these creatures mallet-heads. The child becomes only means for living
for authorities.
This is witch-hunting in XXI century.
In criminal courts you are innocent until you are proven guilty.
In family courts you are guilty until you are proven innocent.
When punishing parents, even well-meaning professionals damage
children ripping a hole in child's soul. This enfold hosts of problems in
future for the children, as they become more susceptible to harmful
addictions and traumas. Now children are under a threat of being taken
away even before the child even born. The world becomes dangerous
for mothers and children. For professionals your child is only a case
number, statistics, and means for their living, while for you the child is
the whole world and for the child you are the whole world.
Baby P case was used to manipulate public's opinion giving more rights
to authorities. Children trapped into family safeguarding services
experience abominable abuse in institutions/foster care. Many run away.
Some die, but why media isn't interested ?
Where children disappear from councils' accounts? What happens to
children in the secret system with no public accountability? Are children
used for pedophile and satanic practices? Medical experimentation?
Chip implantation?
Isn't it better instead of spending billions of pounds, which are now
wasted on destabilizing and destroying families, to invest into families as

a most important cells of the society?” So who is this Roberts family
who are ‘under attack of Social Workers’? Well, they are Paul and Asha
Roberts. This is the spin http://turtaniat.blogspot.co.uk/2013/04/whatpaul-roberts-told-me.html The selective documentation provided is here
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.173287389492966.107374
1825.105357006286005&type=3 Once again there is nothing to
support this story of forced adoption. From the documentation provided
the previous children were removed due to neglect. Social Services
might have had very good reason to remove the children. If that’s the
case, they were duty bound to be concerned about the unborn baby.
Quite a bit of documentation is published to support the spun story, why
don’t they publish the Social Services/Cafcass reports, whereby we
might learn a bit of truth about these parents?
See my PDFs on Sheva Burton
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/SHEVA_BURTON.php, Charlie Foulkes
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/CHARLIE_FOULKES.php, Kellie Cottam
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/KELLIE_COTTAM.php
Holliegreig justice thinks Kumirova’s video is ‘brilliant’. No surprises
there. The Roberts’ story is promoted by UK Column, HGJ,
GeorgeGreekTrucker. Nuff said.
http://www.ukcolumn.org/forum/childrens-issues/paul-and-asha-roberts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRUI2Z7JoAc ‘Social Services
stole my 3 children. Paul Roberts Pt 1of4 UK Column’

GeorgeGreekTrucker
Also on Ade’s timeline is his endorsement of International Positive
Thinking Wishing Prayer And spiritual Awareness Day For Stolen
And abused Children Worldwide. which is hosted by Andy Peacher.
What more needs to be said? [See my W-O-S for more on Andy
Peacher.]
https://www.facebook.com/events/1465887343692191/
Adey Bob
30 August 2014 ·
Adey writes:
‘world wide, and in almost every home.
It's time to treat kids right’. Nauseating.

We should look upon the people and the organisations that shills,
such as Adrian McCormack endorse with a huge dose of
scepticism.
Let’s take a look at who else he promotes. Take a look at his ‘likes’
page https://www.facebook.com/Adeybob/likes He links to John
Hemming, Tom Pride, Bill Baloney, Alex Jones, taxi driver Mark
McGowan, Chris Wittwer, Occupy ...
He has a link to Sid Hingerty’s ‘Walk For Justice’
https://www.facebook.com/walkforjusticesidhingerty?fref=pb&hc_location
=profile_browser Sid supports the ‘forced adoption’ message and links
to Maggie Tuttle, Kellie Cottam, Mark McShill McGowan ...
https://www.facebook.com/events/401561463337441/permalink/448237
025336551/ See also
https://www.facebook.com/groups/walkforjusticesidhingerty/ whereby we
find he supports Sabine McNeill, Roger Hayes’ BCG heavily promoted
commercial lien nonsense ...
http://www.exposetheestablishment.com/commercial-lien/
Adey also links to ‘Exposure: Don’t take my child’
https://www.facebook.com/donttakemychild?fref=pb&hc_location=profile
_browser On their timeline is a link to Sid, also Kellie Cottam
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Forced-AdoptionExposed/221108944723664 There is also a link to ‘Traffic’
https://www.facebook.com/Traffic2015 [see my comments on that on my
Daz Lavatory pdf]
Also on the ‘Exposure’ timeline is a link to Jennifer Bodek and her
campaign.
https://www.facebook.com/stopmedicalkidnap/posts/453157528181156
We’re told: “Jennifer Bodek's daughter was kidnapped by the state
following false and unsubstantiated allegations made by the state which have all been disproved.” She has not provided any evidence to
support that statement. Jennifer says on her promotion video that Social
Services labelled her with a mental illness that she doesn’t have I’d like
to see the proof of that through a paediatrician’s report “that’s not even
qualified to do so”. Paediatricians are qualified to write reports to assist
in decisions concerning the welfare of children. She also says that
Social Services destroy families; that they write reports that are not true;
that they take kids from loving families for no reason. She has not
shown any evidence for that either.

Jennifer Bodek found love after her amazing slimming success and is
now set to marry her “toy boy lover” David McAllister, who she met in a
“chance meeting” http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/super-slimmerwho-lost-23-4186799 Could David McAllister be her handler?
Back to Adeybob’s ‘likes’ FB page. He also promotes ‘Step Up Britain’
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Step-UpBritain/318170928234368?fref=pb&hc_location=profile_browser On
there we find links to ‘FORCED ADOPTION EXPOSED’ and Kellie
Cottam of course. Oh and Sid is linked in too.
And ‘REVOLUTION SFA’ [stop forced adoption]
https://www.facebook.com/pages/RevolutionSFA/255374887985006?sk=timeline
And who are the ‘groups’ Adey endorses?
https://www.facebook.com/Adeybob/groups?collection_token=52847168
1%3A2361831622%3A66&next_cursor=MDpub3Rfc3RydWN0dXJlZDoy
NzQxNjg3NzUwNTc%3D ‘Child Stealing by The State’
https://www.facebook.com/groups/262850193815627/ Their members
are: Andy Peacher, Butlincat, Maggie Tuttle, Adrian McCormack, Tim
Haines, who works at Justice For families, Sam Neary – Stop Forced
Adoption ... They have links to ‘Empowerment Mondays’ UK Column,
Ben Emlyn-Jones, Luke Rudkowski, Change.org, Kevin Annett ...
‘Truth Juice Birmingham’
https://www.facebook.com/groups/149017145139966/ They host shills
https://www.youtube.com/user/truthjuicebham/featured and have links to
Andy Peacher, HGJ, UK Column, Patrick Henningsen, Sean Maguire,
Danielle La Verite, Critical Mass Radio ...
‘We The Parents UK’ https://www.facebook.com/groups/wtpuk/ They
have links to Ian R Crane, Danielle La Verite, Alex Jones, Bill Baloney,
Patrick Cullinane, Aangirfan, Gerald Celente, 21st Century Wire, British
Constitution Group, Sabine McNeill, Zen Gardner, Kate of Gaia,
Exaronews, Alan Watt, The Tap Blog, Thomas Sheridan, Change.org,
Henry Makow, Vigilant Citizen ... Members are Adrian McCormack,
Malcolm Konrad Ogilvy ...
The following photo is published on Adey’s FB timeline

He comments:

Adey Bob
11 August 2014 · Edited ·
·
“tell me about this god stuff again...?
The same god-fearing people that can try explain this, could probably try
to justify hanging kids for stealing food.
A bit harsh you may think...but it was an actual fact not too long ago in
the uk.”
Adrian McShill Adeybob – Absolute scumbag - Hypocrite of the highest
order.

